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1. Introduction 

1.1 Background 

Jacobs is framework consultant to the Transport for Buckinghamshire Alliance (TfB) between Ringway Jacobs 
and Buckinghamshire County Council (BCC). Under the terms of this contract, Jacobs is commissioned to 
undertake transport planning, modelling and appraisal projects on behalf of BCC.  

Jacobs has been commissioned to assess the transport impact of the emerging joint local plan proposals of 
Chiltern (CDC) and South Bucks (SBDC) District Councils. For the purpose of this report, the districts of Chiltern 
and South Bucks will hereafter be referred to as the districts. This report was been prepared in conjunction with 
Buckinghamshire County Council's Transport Strategy Team which has advised on the methodology and 
content of the report from the perspective of the Local Highway Authority. 

In parallel with this work, a similar exercise combining the local plan assessments for all four districts within 
Buckinghamshire has been conducted; known as the ‘Countywide Local Plan Modelling’. Where Chiltern and 
South Bucks districts are concerned, the Countywide Local Plan Modelling overlaps with this join local plan 
assessment; however as the two local plan assessments have been created for different purposes using 
different land use assumptions, it is expected that the model outputs will differ in some areas.  

1.2 Scope of work 

This report covers the first phase of work which will primarily focus on the identification of transport-related 
issues in the study area to inform the development of potential mitigation options. The second phase of work is 
likely to include further iterations of the model with refinements to the development scenarios and the modelling 
of potential mitigation options. 

The modelling platform to be used for this phase of work is the existing Buckinghamshire Countywide Model, 
which will be subject to a local revalidation around the districts. The revalidation will be done using a cordoned 
model, covering the two districts and surrounding roads as required by Highways England in its advice to 
Chiltern and South Bucks Councils on the scope of the evidence for the joint Local Plan, This includes: 

 M25 J15-J20 

 M40 J1-3 

 M4 J4b-J8/9 

 A404/A404(M).  

The districts have identified several scenarios with varying levels of the future year potential housing growth 
within the emerging Local Plan, covering the period 2014/15 to 2036. Each scenario has been assessed to 
identify its likely traffic impact. The modelling outputs of each scenario have then been compared, in order to aid 
the districts understanding of the varying scale and scope of impact, both overall and localised, across the two 
districts and the surrounding network. 

The objectives of the project are summarised below: 

 To model the impact of potential development across the districts and the surrounding network. 

 To compare the transport impact of a number of different development scenarios on the highway network 
to identify which of the scenarios tested performs best in terms of the transport indicators considered. 

 To produce model outputs that can be used to identify areas of concern across the districts. 
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2. Base year modelling methodology 

2.1 Overview 

The following section provides a brief summary of the modelling methodology used to produce the final base 
year model. This provides a representation of traffic in 2015 and forms the basis on which forecasts of future 
conditions can be built. A full methodology providing further detail on the technical aspects of the process has 
been provided in Appendix A. 

A highway assignment model has been developed using the PTV software package VISUM which has the 
capability to model both existing and future traffic scenarios and reflects typical weekday morning, interpeak and 
evening peak traffic conditions within the districts. The model has been used to test three local plan growth 
scenarios, as outlined in Section 3.2. 

The model covers the two districts and surrounding local network. At the request of Highways England, it also 
includes: 

 M25 junctions 15 to 20 

 M40 junctions 1 to 3 

 M4 junctions 4b to 8/9 

 A404/A404(M) 

2.2 Model development 

The modelling platform used to develop the model is the existing Buckinghamshire Countywide Model with a 
2013 base year. A small section of this model, known as a ‘cordon’, has been defined which includes the two 
districts and surrounding local network, as agreed with CDC and SBDC. 

The model has been updated to reflect a 2015 base year in terms of land use (based on housing and 
employment completions data from 2013 to 2015, as detailed by CDC and SBDC) and trip generation. In 
addition, further refinements have been made to the modelled network to reflect existing conditions and to bring 
the model in line with other modelling work including A355 Beaconsfield Area Model and Aylesbury Eastern Link 
Road Model.  

As part of the development of the original Countywide Model, roads considered unsuitable or prohibited to 
HGVs (due to weight or height limits) were identified through a database of such restrictions held by BCC and 
made available to the project team at that time. A set of link types explicitly banning HGVs was created in order 
to model the HGV restrictions. These restrictions have been included in the Chiltern and South Bucks Model for 
the cordoned area.  

The model has also been checked against observed data in order to verify the extent to which it replicates real 
world conditions. This is described in the following section in more detail. 

2.3 Calibration and Validation 

The results of the base year modelling have been assessed against observed journey time and traffic flow data 
following WebTAG principles and National Planning Practice Guidance (NPPG)1.  

WebTAG sets out the various criteria that central government expects to be met, for studies that require 
approval for central funding, before a transport model can be said to represent base year conditions to an 
acceptable standard. The Chiltern and South Bucks model was built according to the principals of WebTAG and 

                                                      
1 NPPG. 2015. National Planning Policy Framework. http://planningguidance.communities.gov.uk/blog/policy/ 
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NPPG. This is accepted practice where broad regional, county or district models are being developed, which 
focus on strategic, high-level impact assessment, and is in accordance with National Planning Practice 
Guidance (NPPG)1 which states that: 

 ‘An assessment should adopt the principles of WebTAG by assessing the potential impacts of development 
within the framework of WebTAG objectives. For most Local Plan assessments the full methodology 
recommended will not be appropriate’. 

The model validates to a satisfactory standard in relation to journey times and traffic flows and is considered 
acceptable in terms of NPPG and appropriate for this phase of work.  

2.4 Modelling assumptions 

NPPG1 sets out a number of recommendations in relation to the suitability of transport evidence bases in Local 
Plan decision making. The recommendations relevant to this project are summarised in Table 2-A below. 
 

NPPG Description Guidance satisfied? 

Transport data overview 

Should be: 

 Valid for intended purpose 

 Reflect typical flow conditions 

 Make appropriate use of local 
traffic forecasts (TEMPro or 
similar) 

 Accurately account for trip 
generation resulting from all 
land allocations 

 Allow a comparative analysis 
of a ‘with development’ 
scenario against a ‘without 
development’ scenario 

 

Yes. The adopted modelling 
methodology has considered 
and included all of the 
recommendations were 
appropriate for this phase of 
modelling work.  

Calibration and validation 

Should include: 

 Recent counts for peak period 
turning movements 

 12 hour / 24-hour automatic 
traffic counts 

Could include if appropriate: 

 Journey time surveys 

 

Yes. Recent traffic count and 
journey time data have been 
used for the calibration and 
validation of the base year 
model. 

WebTAG  

 An assessment should adopt 
the principles of WebTAG 

 For most Local Plan 
Assessments the full WebTAG 
methodology will not be 
appropriate 

Yes. WebTAG principles have 
been followed in terms of base 
year model validation and the 
generation of forecast 
scenarios. 

Table 2-A NPPG guidance on transport evidence bases 
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3. Development scenarios 

3.1 Overview 

This section sets out the various land use scenarios and assumptions used to produce the future year forecasts. 
For each development scenario, forecast housing and employment growth have been added to the existing 
2015 land use information to generate a new development quantum.  

3.2 Development summary 

Three development scenarios have been generated each with the forecast year of 2036. These scenarios were 
provided by CDC and SBDC for the purpose of testing the potential transport impacts of the green belt options 
and draft HELAA sites as referred to in the joint Local Plan regulation 18 consultation (incorporating issues and 
options) January – March 20162.  

The scenarios were needed to provide an indication of potential infrastructure impacts from a low – medium – 
high level of potential housing growth based on assumptions about the sites and options at that stage of the 
Joint Local Plan. At this stage of the joint Local  Plan process, these assumptions were made by the District 
Councils for the purposes of this study since it was not possible to determine which of the 12 green belt option 
areas was likely to proceed to the next stage of the joint Local Plan (Preferred Options). In fact, the purpose of 
this assessment was to assist in the evidence informing the Preferred Options stage 

Development growth within the districts has been generated both from data provided by the districts, as well as 
from The National Trip End Model (NTEM) dataset. Growth outside of Buckinghamshire has been capped to 
NTEM levels in all forecast scenarios as this would provide a consistent basis for testing.  

The NTEM forecasts and the TEMPro (Trip End Model Presentation Program) software are used together for 
transport planning purposes, and provide population and employment forecasts and trip ends forecasts based 
on data from the National Transport Model (NTM). These are used when calculating trip growth into the future. It 
is accepted practice to use these forecasts in the development of transport models and TEMPro as an industry 
standard tool provided by the DfT. As requested, supplementary information regarding NTEM and TEMPro has 
been provided at the end of this section for those interested in a greater understanding of the software. 

Table 3-A provides a summary of the key differences between each scenario, with further commentary provided 
in the following sub-sections. Figure 3-A provides an overview of the household growth assumptions for each 
scenario which have been used to generate the Do Minimum and Do Something forecast scenarios. 
 

Future scenario (2036) Summary details 

Do Minimum (DM) ‘No development’ 

 Growth capped to NTEM levels outside of 
Buckinghamshire. 

 Includes only outstanding housing and Pinewood 
employment commitments within the districts 

 Growth in Aylesbury Vale and Wycombe District based 
on Countywide Local Plan Modelling DM scenario 

Do Something (DS) ‘Option A’ 

 As Do Minimum plus; 

 Draft Housing and Economic Land Availability 
Assessment (HELAA) sites for the districts 

 Employment growth capped to NTEM levels within the 
districts 

                                                      
2 http://www.chiltern.gov.uk/CHttpHandler.ashx?id=7771&p=0 
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Future scenario (2036) Summary details 

Do Something (DS)  ‘Option B’ 
 As Option A plus an estimate of new dwellings based on 

50%of the Local Plan greenbelt options 

Do Something (DS)  ‘Option C’ 
 As Option A plus an estimate of new dwellings based 

on100% of the Local Plan greenbelt options 

Table 3-A Modelled scenarios 

 

Whilst the terms “NTEM” and “TEMPro” are often used interchangeably, there is a distinction 
between the two; “NTEM” contains the underlying data necessary for forecasting future year 
traffic growth, whereas “TEMPro” is the ‘front end’ programme which allows detailed analysis of 
pre-processed NTEM data. Generally, NTEM is used to provide the underlying future land use 
data (e.g. increases in households and jobs), whilst TEMPro is used to provide the out turn trip 
generation and growth. 
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Figure 3-A Chiltern and South Bucks Districts housing growth assumptions 

DM: Outstanding housing commitments 

A: Draft HELAA sites 

B: Draft HELAA sites plus 50% greenbelt 

options 

C: Draft HELAA sites plus  

    100% greenbelt options 

 

DM 185 

A 363 

B 1,026 

C 1,689 

DM 0 

A 76 

B 76 

C 76 

DM 3 

A 15 

B 15 

C 15 

DM 88 

A 194 

B 781 

C 1,367 

DM 82 

A 69 

B 785 

C 1,502 

DM 6 

A 0 

B 173 

C 346 

DM 6 

A 9 

B 116 

C 224 DM 309 

A 0 

B 0 

C 0 

DM 11 

A 0 

B 0 

C 0 

DM 223 

A 150 

B 1,650 

C 3,149 

DM 9 

A 0 

B 0 

C  0 

DM 8 

A 20 

B 228 

C 460 

DM 71 

A 482 

B 1,739 

C 2,995 

DM 24 

A 24 

B 24 

C 24 

DM 216 

A 0 

B 238 

C 475 

DM 189 

A 30 

B 849 

C 1,669 

DM 39 

A 420 

B 420 

C 420 

DM 0 

A 7 

B 214 

C 420 

DM 46 

A 0 

B 437 

C 874 

DM 13 

A 10 

B 10 

C 10 

DM 0 

A 0 

B 2,987 

C 5,975 

DM 54 

A 0 

B 689 

C 1,377 

DM 5 

A 0 

B 0 

C 0 

DM 108 

A 384 

B 1,058 

C 1,732 

DM 26 

A 8 

B 1,238 

C 2,468 

Prestwood 

G. Missenden 

Chesham 

Chesham Bois 

Amersham 

L. Chalfont 
Holmer Green 

Knotty Green 

Beaconsfield 

Chalfont 

St. Giles 
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St. Peter 

Gerrards 
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Seer Green 

Burnham 
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Common Stoke 

Poges 

Iver Heath 

Iver 
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Denham 

Green 

New Denham 

Denham 

Newland 

Park 

Penn 

Middle Green 

Growth areas/ existing settlements 

DM 14 

A 0 

B 247 
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3.2.1 Do Minimum 

Do Minimum development growth in Chiltern and South Bucks is based on the existing housing and 
employment commitment data provided by the districts. In this sense, a development commitment is one in 
which developments already been granted planning permission; this totals an additional 1,969 houses and 
1,619 jobs. In addition development growth in Aylesbury Vale and Wycombe has been based on the DM 
scenario produced as part of the Countywide Local Plan modelling3 and amounts to an additional 11,596 
houses and 25,115 jobs. For all areas outside of Buckinghamshire, growth in employment and housing is 
consistent with NTEM levels of growth. Table 3-B provides a summary of the DM development scenario. 
 

Location  Totals 

Chiltern District  953 houses and 0 jobs 

South Bucks District  1,016 houses and 1,619 jobs 

Aylesbury Vale District  9,416 houses and 24,265 jobs 

Wycombe District  2,180 houses and 850 jobs 

Outside of Buckinghamshire  Capped to NTEM growth levels 

Table 3-B Do Minimum growth 

3.2.2 Do Something: Option A 

The Option A scenario includes the addition of the draft HELAA sites spread across the districts, as specified by 
CDC and SBDC. This amounts to an additional 2,261 houses, on top of the housing growth outlined in Section 
3.2.1. At this time the districts are still in the process of producing employment land figures for testing as part of 
the joint local plan proposal, and therefore this information is not available for inclusion in this work but will be 
addressed in later phases of the assessment as further information on employment areas of search for the joint 
Local Plan becomes available. As a result employment growth within the district includes only the DM 
employment commitments plus NTEM growth levels.  

Growth in housing and employment in Wycombe District, Aylesbury Vale District and outside of 
Buckinghamshire is consistent with the DM scenario. 
 

Location  Totals 

Chiltern District 
 DM commitment plus 897 houses and 

2,747 jobs 

South Bucks District 
 DM commitment plus 1,364 houses and 

2,382 jobs 

Aylesbury Vale District  9,416 houses and 24,264 jobs (as DM) 

Wycombe District  2,180 houses and 850 jobs (as DM) 

Outside of Buckinghamshire  Capped to NTEM growth levels 

Table 3-C Option A growth 

3.2.3 Do Something: Option B 

The Option B scenario includes all Option A development with the addition of an estimate of new dwellings 
based on 50% of the Local Plan greenbelt options as outlined by the districts. This amounts to an additional 

                                                      
3 Jacobs (2016). Countywide Local Plan Modelling Report  
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12,750 houses across the two districts, as outlined in Table 3-D. At this stage of the joint Local Plan process 
this assumption was made by the Districts for the purposes of this study since it was not possible to determine 
which greenbelt options areas were likely to proceed to the next stage of the joint Local Plan (preferred options) 
 

Location  Totals 

Chiltern District  Option A  commitment plus 4,229 houses 

South Bucks District  Option A commitment plus 8,521 houses 

Aylesbury Vale District  9,416 houses and 24,264 jobs (as DM) 

Wycombe District  2,180 houses and 850 jobs (as DM) 

Outside of Buckinghamshire  Capped to NTEM growth levels 

Table 3-D Option B growth 

3.2.4 Do Something: Option C 

The Option C scenario includes all Option A development with the addition of an estimate of new dwellings 
based on 100% of the Local Plan greenbelt options as outlined by the districts. This amounts to an additional 
25,499 houses across the two districts, as outlined in Table 3-E. 
 

Location  Totals 

Chiltern District  Option A  commitment plus 8,457 houses 

South Bucks District  Option A commitment plus 17,042 houses 

Aylesbury Vale District  9,416 houses and 24,264 jobs (as DM) 

Wycombe District  2,180 houses and 850 jobs (as DM) 

Outside of Buckinghamshire  Capped to NTEM growth levels 

Table 3-E Option C growth 

3.2.5 Comparison with NTEM 

Table 3-G presents the percentage growth in households across each scenario from 2015 to 2036, compared 
with NTEM growth for the same period. 

Consistency with NTEM growth figures is a requirement for all WebTAG compliant models to be used in major 
scheme business cases. Because the purpose of this modelling is for a local plan assessment rather than a 
business case, it is not necessary to constrain growth to NTEM. Indeed, because the local plan growth is 
generally in excess of NTEM levels, it was decided that use of NTEM growth would not be appropriate. 

Nonetheless, a comparison of the model against NTEM is useful for two reasons. The first is that it helps to 
identify the scale of difference between NTEM and the development growth scenarios. The second is that it is 
helpful to benchmark the level of trip growth compared to jobs and household growth for the Chiltern and South 
Bucks model against that of NTEM, as a validation of the forecast trip growth. 
 

Area NTEM DM Option A Option B Option C 

Chiltern 12% 2% 5% 16% 27% 

South Bucks 2% 4% 9% 39% 69% 

Table 3-F 2015 to 2036 growth in households and NTEM growth 
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Across all forecast scenarios growth in households is higher in South Bucks compared to Chiltern; however, the 
opposite trend is observed in the NTEM growth data. This reflects the higher proportion of draft HELAA sites 
and greenbelt options which fall within South Bucks District in the forecast scenarios. 

Table 3-G provides a summary of the total household and job growth for each of the four 2036 forecast 
scenarios. The table also includes NTEM growth figures for the period 2015 to 2036 for comparative purposes. 

Comparing NTEM totals for both districts against the various development scenarios it can be seen that Option 
A is most similar in terms of overall growth. Options B and C have significantly higher growth in households as a 
result of the greenbelt options and the DM scenario has the lowest overall growth due to the reduction in 
households and jobs in Chiltern, compared with NTEM. 
 

Area 
NTEM DM Option A Option B Option C 

HH Jobs HH Jobs HH Jobs HH Jobs HH Jobs 

Chiltern 4748 2747 953 0 1850 2747 6079 2747 10307 2747 

South Bucks 609 2382 1016 1619 2380 4001 10901 4001 19422 4001 

Total 5357 5129 1969 1619 4230 6748 16980 6748 29729 6748 

Table 3-G 2036 modelled scenario growth and NTEM growth  
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4. Forecast year modelling methodology 

4.1 Overview 

The following section provides a brief summary of the modelling methodology used to produce the 2036 
forecast year models. The forecast models encapsulate all of the development growth outlined in Section 3.2.  

A full methodology providing further detail on the technical aspects of the process has been provided in 
Appendix B. 

4.2 Methodology 

4.2.1 Forecast network updates 

A number of schemes have been identified through a collaborative process to bring the 2015 base network to a 
2036 forecast year. The schemes included are made up of those which are considered likely to be completed by 
2036, as agreed between BCC and the districts. These comprise additional infrastructure and alterations to 
existing roads and junctions within Chiltern and South Bucks. As a result, it has been necessary to update the 
modelled network to reflect these changes as part of the production of the forecast models. Table 4-A sets out 
the schemes included in the 2036 DM and DS forecast scenarios. 
 

Scheme District Description Scenario 

HS2: Chalfont Lane 
Widening 

Chiltern 
Widening of Chalfont Lane to increase link 
capacity 

DM & DS Option A, B and C 

HS2: Realignment of 
B485 Chesham Road 

and Kings Lane 
Chiltern 

Existing road realigned with upgraded 
junction 

DM & DS Option A, B and C 

A355 Relief Road South Bucks 
New link between the Pyebush Roundabout 
and A355 north of Beaconsfield 

DM & DS Option A, B and C 

M4 Smart Motorway South Bucks J3 to 8/9 upgraded to a smart motorway  DM & DS Option A, B and C 

Western Rail link to 
Heathrow 

South Bucks 
Closure of a link between South Bucks and 
Slough 

DM & DS Option A, B and C 

Table 4-A Network changes included in the forecast scenarios 

4.2.2 Forecast land use 

Within Buckinghamshire, forecast land use data for the districts was provided by CDC and SBDC and includes 
committed development (i.e. developments with planning permission) for the DM scenario, as well as three DS 
growth scenarios. Forecast land use for Wycombe and Aylesbury was based on development commitments 
within those districts and is consistent across all forecast scenarios. Outside of the county, future growth in 
households and jobs is consistent with TEMPro.  

The final 2036 trip generation for each scenario was calculated using standard DfT procedures and has been 
checked against TEMPro growth levels within the districts and is considered appropriate. 
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5. Results 

5.1 Overview 

This section describes the results of the modelling process. The outputs used to summarise the results have 
been selected in consultation with the districts. This includes a number of plots to build an understanding of the 
impact of the DS Option A to C forecast scenarios. The scale of growth in the Option A to C forecast scenarios 
reflects the current stage of the joint Local Plan process informing this work, where the district councils seek to 
test the impacts of a number of options to assist further work on the selection of the preferred options. 

Furthermore, it should be noted that concurrently, Jacobs has been producing a model to assess the impact of 
local plan developments across Buckinghamshire. As far as impacts shown in the districts are concerned, the 
work produced for the countywide assessment does not supersede this work. Indeed, where the countywide 
assessment overlaps with any recent models in Buckinghamshire (including the Chiltern and South Bucks 
Model), given the higher level of validation in those models, they would take precedence over the countywide 
version when considering smaller scale, district specific, issues.  

The plots produced detail a variety of metrics and cover multiple areas across South Bucks and Chiltern 
Districts. Appendix C includes all plots generated for the settlement areas and Appendix D contains all plots 
generated for the Highways England junctions. A description of each type of output is provided below. In 
addition, where appropriate some example plots have been included to support the narrative for each 
settlement area. Furthermore, Appendix E lists the names and shows the location of the various greenbelt 
options, as referred to throughout the results section. 

5.1.1 Congestion ratio 

The congestion ratio has been calculated for all modelled links in each scenario and time period. This has been 
calculated as the ratio of congested travel time to free-flow travel time on each link. The free flow time on a link 
is derived from the link length and free flow speed (the link speed when there is no delay in the network). The 
congested travel time is then calculated as a function of the free flow travel time, plus the link delay time and 
junction delay time downstream of the link. 

Therefore an increase in travel time on a link is not only affected by increases in flow, but also by delays at the 
downstream junction. As a result, it is possible where junctions are constrained, to see congestion on a 
particular link without any significant increase in demand flow. 

5.1.2 Change in travel time plots 

The change in travel time plots show the difference in congested link travel times between the DS scenarios 
and the DM scenario, as a percentage. The congested link travel time is the same as that used for the 
congestion ratio described previously. In addition, the change is only shown when the congested travel time in 
the DS scenario is more than twice the free flow time. This ensures that only those areas which experience 
relatively high levels of congestion are shown. 

Links have been plotted according to the criteria set out in Table 5-A. In addition, the actual percentage change 
is plotted adjacent to the link in question.  
 

Colour of the 
band 

Interpretation Notes 

Transparent 

Either travel time on the link is the same in the do 
something and do minimum scenario or the change 
in travel time does not lead to congested conditions 
(in which the congested travel time is at least twice 

the uncongested time). 

n/a 
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Colour of the 
band 

Interpretation Notes 

Green Travel time in the DS is less than the DM 
The greater the decrease the thicker 

and darker the band 

Red Travel time in the DS is greater than the DM 
The greater the increase the thicker 

and darker the band 

Table 5-A Change in travel time criteria 

5.1.3 Demand flow 

Demand flow is the hourly demand volume (in vehicles) travelling on a link and is distinct from the actual flow. 
The actual flow is the link volume after capacity constraints have been applied. For example, if there is a 
demand flow of 1,000 vehicles on a link, but there is a junction downstream of the link with a capacity of only 
900 vehicles, then the actual flow is only 900, but the demand flow is still 1,000. Where the capacity is enough 
to allow all the demand through, the actual flow and the demand flow are the same. 

Demand flow is considered more useful for assessing the impacts in the model because it shows the underlying 
trip patterns regardless of any capacity issues on the network. 

5.1.4 Demand flow difference plots 

Demand flow difference plots have been produced which show the difference between demand flows in each 
DS scenario compared with the respective DM scenario. The demand flow difference plots show the difference 
between the do something and do minimum. If demand flows have not changed between scenarios then the bar 
will show zero. If links are showing a reduction in demand flow in the do something scenario, this is the result of 
trips using alternative routes to avoid a particular link or junction, most likely as a result of the delay in that area 
of the model. 

For each plot, increases in traffic flow in the DS are shown in red and decreases shown in green. The thickness 
of the band in each plot is scaled according to the size of the change. In addition, the difference in flow is added 
to the plot as a number adjacent to each link. 

5.2 Settlement areas 

5.2.1 Great Missenden 

There is relatively minimal impact on travel time and demand flows in the Great Missenden area as a result of 
development in Options A to C in both the PM and IP period, compared with other areas. 

In the AM Option B and C scenarios there are significant increases in travel time in the town centre particularly 
on the approach to the A413/Link Rd junction from the east (up to 100% in Option C) and on the approaches to 
the High Street/Link Rd/A4128 roundabouts (up to 300% in Option C). This appears to be the result of increases 
in demand flow on the A413 northbound (200 vehicles) and Link Road eastbound (100 vehicles), causing 
congestion on Link Road and local road network. Figure 5-A illustrates these effects. 

This arises from the combination of larger increases in development in Option B and C scenarios in the South 
Bucks area which has the effect of increasing demand flows on the strategic routes (A413), and from the East of 
Prestwood Road greenbelt option, increasing demand flow through Great Missenden town centre. It is difficult to 
pinpoint particular developments in South Bucks that contribute to the increases in demand on the A413, as a 
combination of all the developments is responsible for the observed increases in demand. 
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Figure 5-A AM 2036 Option C – AM 2036 DM change in travel time (left) and demand flow (right), Great Missenden 

5.2.2 Prestwood 

Travel time and demand flow on links within and around Prestwood in the Option A and B scenarios remain 
fairly consistent with those observed in the DM scenario, with only minor increases in travel time observed 
during the AM peak (around 5%) on the A4128 through Prestwood. 

In the Option C scenario, with the addition of 100% of the East of Prestwood Road greenbelt option, there are 
minor increases in travel time observed during the AM peak on the A4128 in each direction (up to 7%) and on 
the approach to A4128 from Green Lane (approximately 15%) during the AM peak. 

Overall the impact of the greenbelt option on the Prestwood area appears relatively minimal when compared 
with the DM model results and the impacts experienced in other areas. 

5.2.3 Chesham 

With the addition of increasing amounts of development in the DS scenarios (A through to C), there are severe 
impacts on travel time and increases in demand flow across the Chesham area compared with the DM. 
Particularly areas of note include the main strategic routes through Chesham and around the town centre. 

In the AM peak there are very large increases in travel time on the approaches to A416/ Broad Street/ White Hill 
Roundabout and adjacent roads (up to 400%), and northbound on the A416 between Broad Street and Park 
Road (up to 200%), in all three forecast scenarios. In the PM peak increases in travel time are less severe and 
widespread in this area, although there are still large increases in travel time southbound on the A416 between 
Broad Street and Park Road in the Option C scenario. 

There are also significant increases in travel time to the east of Chesham, particularly in the Option B and C 
scenarios in both the AM and PM peak. Travel times on White Hill and adjoining roads increases by 50% to 
400% in the AM peak across Option A to C scenarios, and there are moderate increases in travel time on the 
approaches to the B4505/ White Hill/ Botley Road Roundabout particular during the PM peak (up to 66%).  

To the north of the town, on the approach to the A416/ Vale Road roundabout from the A416 westbound, there 
are increases in travel time of up to 430% in the PM Option C scenario and approximately 50% in the PM 
Option B scenario.  

Figure 5-B illustrates the increases in travel time and associated increases in demand flow in the AM Option C 
scenario across the Chesham area, which includes 100% of the greenbelt options. In this scenario, demand 

Increase in demand flow on the A413 and Link Road lead to increases in travel time in the town 
centre 

A413/ Link R Rd 

Rbt 

High St/ Link 

Rd/ A4128 Rbt 

A413 

Link Rd 
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flows increase by up to 306 one-way trips on the A416 through Chesham across all time periods. Demand flows 
across the rest of the town generally increase by between 30 and 100 vehicles in each direction.  

 

Figure 5-B AM 2036 Option C – AM 2036 DM change in travel time (left) and demand flow (right), Chesham 

The observed increases in travel time on local routes are the result of additional draft HELAA sites distributed 
across zones to the west of Chesham, and the Lycrome Road greenbelt option to the east of Chesham, present 
in the Option B and C scenarios. The situation is further complicated by increases in demand flow along the 
A416 through the town (north in the AM and south in the PM), arising as a result of the significant housing 
increases from the greenbelt options in South Bucks District. The combined impact of both local and regional 
greenbelt options is responsible for the observed increases in journey time. 

5.2.4 Amersham 

In general, the most severe impact of additional development in the Option A to C scenarios, compared with the 
DM, is constrained to the edges of Amersham and on the main strategic routes through the town, particularly to 
the south and east. This is partly a result of additional demand flow generated by the Quill Hall, London Road 
East, Copas Farm and Crown Farm greenbelt options, and partly a result of increases in demand flow on the 
strategic routes through Amersham, arising from the large development increases across the districts.  

To the east of Amersham, in the PM Option B and C scenarios, there are very large increases in travel time 
southbound on the A4154 and Raans Road, at the A4154/ A404 roundabout, north of the railway bridge (up to 
450%). During the AM peak at this location, the increases are minimal in all scenarios.  

Further east of the railway bridge, on the westbound A404, there are large increases in travel time (up to 250%) 
in the AM peak present in Options A to C. This is the result of queuing on the westbound carriageway on the 
approach to the A4154/A404 roundabout. This increase in queuing and congestion occurs due to increased 
demand flows at the roundabout in opposition to the A404 flows, rather than as a result if increased flows on the 
A404 itself. At this location, demand flow on the A404 westbound increases by up to 100 vehicles in Option C.   

In the PM peak, queuing occurs at the same location on the A404 for the same reason, with increases in travel 
time of up to 240%. The impact is more widespread in the Option B and C scenarios with additional 
development. Demand flow changes on the A404 in this area are minimal compared with the AM peak, with 
additional traffic taking the A404 through Little Chalfont instead. 

To the north of Amersham on the A416 between, Copperkins Lane and Rickmansworth Road, there is an 
increase in travel time of around 80% southbound during the AM peak in the Option C scenario. This occurs as 
a result of queuing on the approach to A416/ A4154 roundabout. 

The observed increases in travel time are the result of delay at the highlighted junctions, due to 
increase in demand flow on the A416 

A416/ Broad St/ 

White Hill Rbt 

A416 

White Hill 

Park Rd 
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To the south-east of Amersham, there are slight travel time increases in the Option C scenario around the 
A413/ A355/ A404 roundabout. In the AM peak, this amounts to an increase of 18% to 33% in travel time on the 
approach to the junction from the south-east and south-west. In the PM peak, there are travel time increases on 
the approach to the junction from the north (up to 262%) and along the A413, eastbound (35%). These 
increases in travel time are the result of increases in demand flow along the A413/ A355 (up to 304 vehicles in 
the AM and 233 vehicles in the PM, in each direction), which also has the effect of reducing the junction 
capacity for traffic approaching from the other arms of the junction. 

At the A355/ A413 roundabout, south of the town, there are increases in travel time in PM Option C scenario on 
the southbound and westbound approaches, 87% and 48%, respectively. Again, this is a result of an increase in 
demand flow on the A355 southbound (277 vehicles), which has the effect of reducing the junction capacity for 
traffic approaching from the other arms. 

Figure 5-C illustrates the issues to the south of Amersham in the Option C scenario during the PM peak.  

 

Figure 5-C PM 2036 Option C – AM 2036 DM change in travel time (left) and demand flow (right), Amersham 

5.2.5 Little Chalfont 

The Option A scenario has relatively minimal impact on travel time in the Little Chalfont area, compared with 
other areas. In the Option B and Option C scenarios which include the greenbelt options, increases in travel 
time are mainly located on the key strategic routes and adjoining roads. This is the result of increased demand 
flows on the A404 and B4442 through the settlement (up to 239 vehicles southbound during the PM peak), and 
from the  local greenbelt development options including Stony Lane, West of Lodge Lane and South of Little 
Chalfont, which results in reduced capacity at a number of junctions, as shown in Figure 5-D. 

To the northeast of the settlement, there are travel time increases on Stony Lane (up to 71%), in both the AM 
and PM Option B and C scenarios, caused by queuing at the Stoney Lane/ A404 junction. Queuing on Stony 
Lane extends back as far as the Stony Lane/ Latimer Road junction, also impacting travel times on the 
approaches to the junction.  

Within the settlement of Little Chalfont, there are significant travel time increases at a number of connecting 
junctions with the A404 Amersham Road, the A404 west of the town centre, and at the B4442/ A404 
roundabout in the Option B and C scenarios. In the AM peak, travel times increase by up to 108% on 
northbound B4442 and up to 105% on Church Grove on approach to the A404 junction. Westbound on the 
A404 White Lion Road, travel times increase by up to 71%, as a result of demand flow increases of up to 117 
one-way trips in the Option C scenario. In the PM peak, travel times increase by up to 78% on Church Grove on 
approach to the A404, and there are significant increases in travel time on the approaches to the B4442/ A404 
roundabout (up to 185%). 

Increases in demand flow at these locations results in delay at the junctions causing observed 
travel time increases 

A413/ A335/ A404 

Rbt 

A413 

A355 

A413/ A335 Rbt 
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Figure 5-D PM 2036 Option C – PM 2036 DM change in travel time (left) and demand flow (right), Little Chalfont 

 
5.2.6 Holmer Green 

The impact of the Option A to C scenarios on travel time in the Holmer Green area is relatively small compared 
with other areas, with slight increases on local junctions and minor roads. The number of additional houses in 
the greenbelt option south of Holmer Green in the Options B and C scenarios is relatively low compared to other 
locations and accounts for the smaller impact observed within the town. 

Demand flow to the south of Holmer Green on the A404 Amersham Road (partly as a result of trips from/ to 
Holmer Green South greenbelt option) increases by as much as 142 vehicles eastbound in the Option C 
scenario. However, the increase in demand flow at this location only results in localised increases in travel time 
(up 46%) on approach to the A404/ Penn Street junction from Penn Street in the AM Option B and C scenarios. 

5.2.7 Chalfont St Giles 

There are only slight increases in travel time in the Chalfont St Giles area in both the Option A and B scenarios, 
as a result of relatively low numbers of additional housing from the draft HELAA sites and greenbelt option to 
the north. Predominantly the impact of the additional development is felt in the Option C scenario on the main 
strategic routes through the town and minor roads on the periphery of the town due to increases in demand flow 
arising from the National Centre for Epilepsy greenbelt option. 

In the AM peak, there are moderate travel time increases (up to 37%) on Bottrells Lane and Bowstridge Lane as 
a result of increases in demand flow at these locations. In addition due to increased demand flow on the A413 
Amersham Road (up to 319 one-way trips) and Newbarn Lane (up to 66 one-way trips), there is reduced 
capacity at the Mill Lane/ A413 junction and Newbarn Lane/ Twitchell’s Lane junction for minor flows. This 
results in the observed increases in travel time on Mill Lane (up to 38%) and Twitchell’s Lane (up to 138%). 

In the PM peak, there are moderate increases in travel time (up to 69%) on the approaches to the Newbarn 
Lane/ Twitchell’s Lane junction and the Deanway/ Narcot Way junction, as a result of an increase in demand 
flow on Newbarn Lane and Deanway (up to 121 one-way trips).  

Increases in demand flow on the A404 and B4442 results in delay at the highlight junctions, and 
increases in travel time on the minor roads 

B4442/ A404 Rbt 

B4442 

A404 
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Figure 5-E PM 2036 Option C – PM 2036 DM change in travel time (left) and demand flow (right), Chalfont St Giles 

5.2.8 Chalfont St Peter 

There is a significant impact on travel time in the Chalfont St Peter area as a result of increased demand flow on 
the A413 through the settlement. The impact of this is felt in all three do something scenarios and is mainly the 
result of delay at the A413/ Joiners Lane/ High Street Roundabout. Other key impacted locations include the 
A413/ Gravel Hill junction and various minor roads across the settlement.  

In the AM peak in the Option A scenario, travel time increases of up to 259% occur on the approaches to the / 
A413/ Gravel Hill junction, as increased demand flow on the A413 (up to 180 one-way trips) results in delay at 
the junction for the minor arm. Travel time increases further worsen as additional development is introduced in 
the Option B and C scenarios. In the PM peak, the travel time increases on the approaches to the junction are 
less severe. 

At the A413/ Joiners lane/ High Street Roundabout delay increases significantly with additional development, 
particularly in the Option B and C scenarios, due to increases in demand flow on the A413 (up to 364 one-way 
trips across all time periods). The impact of the delay at this junction is most severe in AM Option C scenario, 
where there are increases in travel time on southbound A413 (up to 267%), and along Denham Lane (up to 
192%). Figure 5-F illustrates the travel time increases as a result of delay at this junction in the AM Option C 
scenario. 

 

Figure 5-F AM 2036 Option C – AM 2036 DM change in travel time (left) and demand flow (right), Chalfont St Peter 

Increases in demand flow on Newbarn Lane/ Deanway results in delay and travel time increases 
at the highlighted junctions  

Increases in demand flow on the A413 cause delays at the highlighted junctions. This results in 
queuing on A413 and Joiners Lane and Denham Lane, causing increased travel time 

Link is already congested in the DM 

Twitchell’s Ln 
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The largest increase in demand flow on the minor roads to the east of the settlement (and A413) originates from 
the National Centre for Epilepsy greenbelt option to the northeast of the settlement. This amounts to an 
additional 389 trips leaving the site in the AM and 361 returning in the PM in the Option C scenario. There are 
also additional trips generated by the Mill Meadow and Chalfont St Peter East greenbelt options which 
contribute to increases in demand flow on local links to the south-east and north-west of the settlement. In 
addition, locally generated demand flow increases are compounded by a significant increase in through trips on 
the A413 (amounting to a total increase of up to 364 one-way trips in the Option C scenario), through the town 
centre. 

5.2.9 Beaconsfield 

There are very large increases in travel time on the B474 and adjoining roads in the town centre in the do 
something scenarios. This arises as a result of demand flow increases on the B474 and minor links, leading to 
delay at a number of junctions along the B474. Figure 5-G illustrates the impact that this has on the network in 
the AM Option C scenario. 

In the AM peak, significant travel time increases are observed on the approaches to the B474/ Gregories Road 
roundabout (up to 700%), B474/ Burkes Road roundabout (206%), B474 Maxwell Road roundabout (up to 
535%), and the B474/ Baring Road/ Reynolds Road Roundabout (up to 116%). The travel time increases on the 
approaches to these junctions worsen progressively from the Option A to C scenarios, with the addition of the 
greenbelt options. Travel time increases in this area are also present in the PM Option A to C scenarios, but are 
less widespread and occur to a greater extent on the approaches to the B474/ Baring Road/ Reynolds Road 
Roundabout. 

Both the draft HELAA sites in the DM scenario and the greenbelt option to the south and east of Beaconsfield in 
the Option B and C scenarios are responsible for the observed increases in demand on local links and 
associated travel time increases. Demand flows increase by up to 112 one-way trips on the B474 and by 
between approximately 30 and 100 one-way trips on the minor roads in the town centre, across all scenarios 
and time periods.  

 

Figure 5-G AM 2036 Option C – AM 2036 DM change in travel time (left) and demand flow (right), Beaconsfield 

To the south of the town centre, travel time increases occur on a number of minor roads as a result of delay at 
junctions along the A40, particularly in the AM peak in the Option B and C scenarios.  This includes Burgess 
Wood Road S (up to 50%), Burkes Road (up to 68%) and Walkwood Rise (up to 70%). This occurs as a result 
of increases in demand flow westbound on the A40, reducing the capacity for right turning traffic at the 
junctions. 

To the south-east of the town centre, there are moderate increases in travel time on the approaches to the 
Pyebush Roundabout from the A40 east (up to 105%) and A355 south (up to 136%), in the AM Option B and C 

Additional demand on the highlighted links results in delay at a number of junctions along the 
B474 causing travel time increases in this area of the model 
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scenarios. This occurs as a result of increased demand flow on all arms of the junction (up to 462 one-way trips) 
leading to delay. In the PM Option B and C scenarios, the junction also experiences increased travel time as a 
result of the higher demand flows which particularly impacts the A40 approaches to the junction.   

The observed travel time increases in the Option B and C scenarios at junction 2 of the M40 are the result of 
increased demand flows on the entry slip road, and as a result of delay to the south at the A355/ Burnham Road 
junction, caused by left-turning traffic from the A355 (particularly in the PM peak). 

5.2.10 Gerrards Cross 

Travel time increases in the Gerrards Cross area are relatively small in the Option A scenario as the draft 
HELAA site increases are low. However larger travel time increases are observed in the Option B and C 
scenarios, particularly in the AM peak at a number of locations across the settlement as a result of Gerrards 
Cross North and South greenbelt options, and the cumulative impact of greenbelt options across the district 

Demand flows on the B416 through the town increase by as much as 227 one way trips in the Option C 
scenario. Demand flows on the majority of minor links within the town also see increases with additional 
development, particularly on Austenwood Lane (up to 78 one-way trips) and Mill Lane/ East Common (up to 131 
one-way trips).  

In the AM peak, travel time increases occur on a number of minor links joining with the B416 through the town. 
This includes Marsham Way (up to 105% in Option C), Station Road (up to 382% in Option C) and Orchehill 
Avenue (up to 63% in Option C). These increases occur due to demand flow increases on the B416 reducing 
the capacity of the respective junctions with each minor road.   

To the south-west, on Bull Lane and West Common, there are significant travel time increases (up to 235% and 
164%, respectively) on the approach to the A40 as a result of increased demand flows on the A40 reducing the 
capacity for traffic turning out of the minor arms at each junction. This occurs in both the AM and PM peaks in 
both the Option B and C scenarios. 

 

Figure 5-H AM 2036 Option C – AM 2036 DM change in travel time (left) and demand flow (right), Gerrards Cross 

5.2.11 Denham area 

There are very large increases in travel time occurring in all three do something scenarios in both the AM and 
PM peak as a result of the draft HELAA sites at Denham Green and the increases in demand flow on the A412 
as a result of development in the wider area. There are also increases in demand on links to the west of 
Denham Green and New Denham as a result of the Tatling End greenbelt option. In addition, the demand 
generated by this site contributes to the increased travel times observed in the vicinity of the Denham 
Roundabout. 

Increases in demand flow on the B416 and A40 result in delay for vehicles turning out of the 
highlighted minor arms  
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Increases in demand flow on Denham Green Lane (up to 175 one-way trips) and Denham Green Close (up to 
95 one-way trips), arise from the draft HELAA sites and are present across all three do something scenarios. 
Demand flow on the A412 also increases by up 420 vehicles in one direction in the PM Option C scenario. 

There are travel time increases on Denham Green Lane (up to 1090% in the AM peak) and Moorhall Road (up 
to 1770% in the PM peak) in all scenarios. These arise partly as a result of increased demand on the A412, 
which reduces the capacity of the minor arms at the respective junctions, and as a result of increased demand 
on the links. In the PM Option C scenario, the result of delay at the A412/ Denham Green Lane junction also 
results in increased travel times of up to 213% on the A412 southbound. 

The increases in travel time observed at the Denham Roundabout are discussed in the Highways England 
section later in this report. Figure 5-I illustrates the travel time and demand flow increases in the Denham area 
in the PM Option C scenario. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5-I PM 2036 Option C – PM 2036 DM change in travel time (left) and demand flow (right), Denham 

5.2.12 Iver and Iver Heath 

Travel time and demand flow increases 

Iver and Iver Heath are greatly impacted by development in the Option B and C scenarios as a result of the 
numerous and widespread greenbelt options including Richings Park to the south, North and South Middle 
Green to the southwest, North of Pinewood to the north and various development sites close to the settlements 
(West and East Iver Heath, Iver Village and South East of Pinewood).  

Due to the number of greenbelt options, and overall scale of growth presented in the forecast scenario in this 
area, it is difficult to associate specific impacts to individual development sites; however it can be seen that 
widespread significant congestion and delay occur as a result of very large increases in travel time observed. 

In the Option B and C scenarios, demand flow increases by as much as 848 one-way trips on the A4007, 498 
one-way trips on the B470, and by as much as 505 one-way trips on the connecting links between Iver and Iver 
Heath.  Demand flows on Trenches Lane and Church Lane, which connect directly to the main greenbelt 
options in the area, see increases of approximately 1000 one way trips in each peak period.  

However, in reality, the increase in trips on Trenches Lane and Churches Lane would likely be significantly 
smaller as the Middle Green North and South greenbelt options are unlikely to connect to these network links 
directly. Although, at this stage, no information is available regarding where additional trips generated by these 
greenbelt options would enter the network. 

Therefore the majority of main routes and a large number of minor roads see significant increases in travel time 
as a result of the increases in demand flow and resulting delay at junctions which are at or over capacity. This 
includes the approaches to the Five Point Roundabout, A4007, B470, Wood Lane and Bangors Road South. 

Increases in demand flow at the highlighted locations arise due to draft HELAA sites, resulting in 
increased delay and travel time 
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Travel time impacts in the Option A scenario are much more localised, as the draft HELAA site increases in this 
area are much less significant.  

Figure 5-J provides an overview of the widespread increases in travel time and demand in the area and 
highlights the location of the main greenbelt options. 

HGV flows 

This assessment is testing housing growth options, not the potential impacts of employment areas of search for 
the joint Local Plan. Therefore employment data (except Pinewood Studios) was not used in the generation of 
the forecast matrices, which were instead based on NTEM growth across the districts. Consequently, all growth 
in HGV trips arises solely due to background growth forecasts provided by the DfT, which are uniform across 
the study area, and not as a result of the draft HELAA sites or greenbelt options.  

Therefore any differences in HGV demand between the DM and Option A to C scenarios is not directly the 
result of these developments, as no additional HGV trips have been generated from these sites, but instead 
relates specifically to the reassignment (trips taking alternate routes) of HGV flows as an indirect result of 
additional congestion and delay on the network. The following comments must be viewed in this context.  

In general, there is a slight reduction in HGV trips through Iver Heath and Iver in the DS scenarios. This is the 
result of HGV trips taking alternate routes in the model to avoid the Iver area due to widespread delay and 
congestion arising from the additional vehicle trips associated with the draft HELAA sites and greenbelt options. 

 

Figure 5-J AM 2036 Option C – AM 2036 DM change in travel time (left) and demand flow (right), Iver and Iver Heath 

Clearly, there is a significant cumulative impact in Iver due to a number of greenbelt options; further assessment 
of the impacts in this area is being undertaken by BCC. The impact of HGV growth on the Iver area is also 
currently being investigated in greater details by BCC as part of the Iver Assessment Study.  

This area is also close to the new Crossrail line, however, traffic demand changes in the area are not thought to 
be considered significant due to the existing rail provision along the Great Western Mainline. It is noted that 
there is the possibility of a new station car park at Iver as part of the Crossrail proposals, however, the exact 
package proposed is unconfirmed and thus there is insufficient detail for inclusion within this study. 

5.2.13 Middle Green area 

There are relatively minimal increases in travel time in the Option A scenario, compared with other areas, as 
there are no draft HELAA sites in this location. However, there are significant increases in travel time on the 
main routes and adjoining roads in the Option B and C scenarios, due to increases in demand flow arising from 
the North and South Middle Green greenbelt options, as highlighted in Figure 5-J.  

Large increases in demand flow in this area are the result of additional trips generated by the 
Middle Green greenbelt options joining the network

Middle Green 
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Middle Green 

South 

Five Point 

Roundabout 

A4007 
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A number of links surrounding George Green experience significant increases in travel time in the Option B and 
C scenarios, as shown in Figure 5-K. This includes Middle Green, Coronation Avenue, George Green Road, 
Church Lane, Wexham Park Lane and the A412 just north George Green. The increases in travel time 
experienced in this location are the result of large increases in demand flow on the A412 (up to 1258 one-way 
trips in the AM Option C scenario), and large increases in demand flow on the adjoining links (up to 1031 one-
way trips), which results in delay at the respective junctions with the A412.  

To the south-east of George Green, there are significant increases in travel time in the Option B and C 
scenarios on Langley Park Road, approaching Langley (up to 174%). A number of adjoining roads also 
experience increases in travel time in this area as a result of increased demand flow on the link and delay at the 
junctions with Langley Park Road. Particular links of note include Trenches Lane (up to 536%), Billet Lane (up 
to 241%) and Mansion Lane (up to 617%). 

 

Figure 5-K AM 2036 Option C – AM 2036 DM change in travel time (left) and demand flow (right), Middle Green area 

5.2.14 Stoke Poges 

There are no significant increases in travel time on any of the links in the Stoke Poges area in the Option A 
scenario compared with the DM, which is expected as there are no draft HELAA sites at this location. However 
there are large increases in travel time in the Option B and C scenarios but these are mainly experienced on the 
peripheries of the settlement, as a result of the large greenbelt option south of Stoke Poges, the Middle Green 
North greenbelt option to the south-east and Gerrards Cross South greenbelt option to the north. 

To the south of the settlement, the majority of links experience significantly increased travel time in the Option B 
and C scenarios including West End Lane, Park Road and the B416. This is the result of large increases in 
demand flow in the area, which causes delay and queuing at a number of junctions, as highlighted in Figure 5-L.  

 

Large increases in demand flow across the area result in link congestion and delay at the 
highlight junctions, resulting in increased travel times

Widespread increases in demand flow results in congestion across this area of the network, 
particular junctions which are experiencing delay are highlighted
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Figure 5-L AM 2036 Option C – AM 2036 DM change in travel time (left) and demand flow (right), Stoke Poges 

To the north and east of the settlement, there are significant travel time increases on Stoke Common Road (up 
to 100%), Holybush Hill (up to 280%) and Rowley Lane (up to 235%), particularly in the PM Option C scenario. 
This results from a combination of increased demand flow in the area and increased junction delays, particularly 
at the Hollybush Hill/ Framewood Road junction and the B416/ Stoke Common Road junction.   

5.2.15 Farnham Common and Farnham Royal 

There is evidence of significant increases in travel time in the Option B and C scenarios as a result of the 
Farnham Royal and south of Stoke Poges greenbelt options to the south and east, and the impact of the 
Gerrards Cross South greenbelt option to the northeast. This results in increases in demand flow on the main 
routes through the area leading to junction delay and congestion in the network. 

Demand flows increase on the A355 (by up to 266 one-way trips), lead to very large increases in travel time on 
adjoining roads and on the A355, particularly in the Option C scenario in both time periods. This includes travel 
time increases on Farnham Park Lane (up to 614%), Templewood Lane (up to 365%) and One Pin Lane (up to 
615%), as a result of delay at the respective junctions with the A355. 

The A355 experiences an increase in travel time in the Option B and C scenarios between Egypt Lane and One 
Pin Lane in the PM peak. This is the result of delay at the A355/ One Pin Lane junction, arising from the 
increased demand flows in this area. Figure 5-M illustrates the congestion experienced at this location. 

 

Figure 5-M PM 2036 Option C – PM 2036 DM change in travel time (left)  and demand flow (right), Farnham Common 

5.2.16 Burnham and Taplow area 

There are significant increases in travel time in the Burnham and Taplow area in the forecast development 
scenarios, particularly in Option B and C due to the addition of the Taplow greenbelt option, and the larger 
greenbelt options to the east including Middle Green North and South options. This is the result of an increase 
in demand flow across the area, particularly on the main strategic routes through Taplow and Burnham, leading 
to junction delay and congestion on a number of links. 

In Taplow, demand flow increases on both Cliveden Road (by up to 139 one-way trips in the PM) and Hill Farm 
Road (by up to 125 one-way trips in the AM) as a result of the addition development in that area. This leads to 
increases in travel time on Cliveden Road and on the approaches to the junction with Rectory Road during the 
AM peak (up to 262% in Option C).   

The increased demand flow at the highlighted locations results in delay and congestion on the 
approach to the A355/ One Pin Lane junction
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In central Burnham the impact of the additional development is not felt in terms of any significant increases in 
travel time in the Options A to C scenarios, except in the AM Option C scenario on the approach to the Britwell 
Road/ Hogfair Lane junction where travel time increases by 88% due to delay at the junction.  

To the south of Taplow and Burnham, there are a number of links which experience a significant increase in 
travel time in the forecast scenarios particular in the PM peak, Option C scenario.  This includes Hitcham Road 
(up to 65% in the AM), Taplow Road (up to 281% in the PM), the approaches to the Lent Rise Road/ Stomp 
Road/ Eastfield Road double roundabout (over 400% in the PM) and a number of other locations as shown in 
Figure 5-N. 

 

Figure 5-N PM 2036 Option C – PM 2036 DM change in travel time (left) and demand flow (right), Burnham/ Taplow 

5.3 Highways England junctions 

The following commentary has been provided for a number of key junctions within or near the Chiltern and 
South Bucks area located on the A404, M4, M25 and M40, as agreed with the districts. This analysis focuses on 
junctions where there is evidence of increases in travel time as a result of the additional development in the 
forecast scenarios. Any impacts experienced are the result of the cumulative impact of all draft HELAA sites/ 
greenbelt options included in the forecast scenarios, and cannot be attributed to individual sites/options. It 
should be further noted that since only development in Chiltern and South Bucks is tested in the model, the 
possibility of these junctions showing impacts due to development outside of those two districts is excluded. 

The junctions which have been investigated are outlined below: 

 A404: A4155, J9b 

 M4: J4b, J5, J6, J7, J8/9 

 M25: J15, J16, J17, J18, J19, J20 

 M40: J1, J2, J3 

Separate model outputs have been provided for the above junctions in Appendix D. 

5.3.1 A404 

When comparing the Option A and B scenario against the DM scenario, there is no appreciable difference in 
travel time and congestion at the A4155 (Marlow) junction during the AM peak. Northbound on the A404 there is 
a slight increase in travel time (approximately 20%) immediately after the entry slip.  During the PM peak, travel 

Widespread increases in travel time can be observed in the area south of Burnham and Taplow. 
The highlight junction also experiences delay as a result of increased demand flows. 
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time increases are experienced in the Option B and C scenarios both on the northbound entry and exit slips ( up 
to 162%) and northbound on the main carriageway (up to 121%). 

The increases in travel time experienced at the junction in the Option B and C scenarios are associated with 
demand flow increases. There are approximately 160 to 300 additional vehicles southbound on the A404 during 
the AM peak, with only slight changes in demand flow on the entry and exit slips. During the Option C PM peak, 
demand flow increases by approximately 170 vehicles on the northbound A404, and by approximately 230 
vehicles on the northbound entry slip from Little Marlow Road. 
 
Figure 5-O illustrates the travel time changes and demand flow increase experienced in the PM peak Option C 
scenario.  
 

 

Figure 5-O PM 2036 Option C – PM 2036 DM change in travel time (left) and demand flow (right), A4155 junction 

There are no significant changes in travel time shown at Junction 9b of the A404. 

5.3.2 M4 

None of the junctions show any significant increase in travel time in the Option A or B scenarios. 
 
There are some minor increases in travel time observed at junctions 5 (33% on the approach from London 
Road), junction 7 (46% on the eastbound approach to the exit), and junction 8/9 (46% westbound on M4 after 
entry slip) in the AM Option C scenario.  
 
In the PM peak, there are more significant travel time increases observed at two junctions as a result of the full 
allocation of greenbelt options. At junction 5 there are travel time increases of up to 102% north-west bound on 
London Road after the exit slip. Junction 6 experiences significant increases in travel time on the exit slip from 
the M4 (478%) and northbound on the A355 (up to 329%), as shown in Figure 5-P. Increases in travel time are 
associated with demand flow increases north of the junction which results in some trips from the south taking 
alternative routes to avoid the area.  
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Figure 5-P PM 2036 Option C – PM 2036 DM change in travel time (left) and demand flow (right), M4 Junction 6 

5.3.3 M25 

There are no significant increases in travel time at any junction in the Option A, B or C scenario, compared to 
DM, with the exception of junction 17 in the PM Option C scenario. At this junction, there is a travel time 
increase of approximately 60% on the circulatory flow. 

5.3.4 M40 

At Junction 1 (Denham Roundabout) there is a significant increase in travel time (200%) in the Option A 
scenario during the PM peak on the exit slip from the eastbound M40. Conditions at the junction worsen 
significantly in the Option B and C scenarios in the same time period. Severe travel time increases are observed 
on the eastbound exit slip (up to 1011%), on the southbound A40 (up to 1359%), and on the northbound 
Denham Road (up to 174%). Demand flow increases in the PM Option B and C scenarios at the junction range 
from an additional 200 to 700 one-way trips on the circulatory flow, with significant increases at all arms.  

Figure 5-Q illustrates the travel time changes and demand flow increases in the PM Option C scenario. 

 

Figure 5-Q PM 2036 Option C – PM 2036 DM change in travel time (left) and demand flow (right), M40 Junction 1 

There are no significant increases in travel time in the Option A scenario at Junction 2. However, in the Option B 
and C scenarios, increases in travel time are observed in the AM peak on the northbound A355 (up to 136%) 
and on the entry slip onto the eastbound M40 (up to 81%). In the PM peak, there are increases in travel time 

Increases in demand flow lead to increases in travel 
time and the reassignment of northbound trips away 

from the A355, south of the junction

Demand flow increases on the M40, and on the approaches from Denham Road and A40, 
result in the observed travel time increases

A355 

A355 

Denham Rd 
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again on the eastbound entry slip (up to 44%), the other travel time increases are associated with the junction to 
the south of the M40 (Burnham Road/ A355), and not the junction itself. Demand flows in the Option C scenario 
increase by approximately 400 to 600 in each direction on the A355 during the PM peak. 

Junction 3 of the M40 experiences a widespread increase in travel time in the forecast scenarios, particularly in 
the Option B and C scenarios. The majority of travel time increases at this location are the result of delay at the 
Loudwater Roundabout and resulting congestion on the approaches. In the AM peak in Option B and C, this 
results in travel time increases on the westbound exit slip of up to 241%. In the PM peak, the impact is less 
severe, with the highest increase in travel time on the approach to the Loudwater Roundabout from the A4094 
(up to 666%). Demand flow increases by approximately 100 to 300 vehicles in each direction on the approaches 
to the Loudwater Roundabout and westbound exit slip in the Option C scenario. 

Figure 5-R illustrates the travel time changes and demand flow increases in the AM Option C scenario. 

 

Figure 5-R AM 2036 Option C – AM 2036 DM change in travel time (right) and demand flow (left), M40 Junction 3 

5.4 Strategic corridors 

The following commentary has been provided for a number of strategic routes between the main settlement 
areas within Chiltern and South Bucks. The analysis considers only the routes which been shown to experience 
increases in travel time as a result of the forecast development scenarios. 

In general, the majority of strategic routes do not show any significant increases in travel time at locations away 
from the main settlement areas. The majority of increases in travel time are experienced where routes such as 
A413, A335, A404, A416, and a number of B roads, pass through urban areas like Chesham, Amersham, 
Beaconsfield and Chalfont St Peter. At these locations, the impact of increased demand leads to increases in 
travel time on adjoining roads and junctions. Further details can be found in each of the relevant settlement area 
sections. 
 
However, the A355 between Amersham, Beaconsfield and Farnham Royal, experiences increases in travel time 
in the Option C scenario of up to 90% In the PM peak (and to a lesser extent the Option B scenario also) as a 
result of increased demand flow arising from the combined impact of greenbelt options across the two districts. 
 
In addition, the A412 also experiences very large increases in travel time in the Option B and C scenarios as a 
result of the significant amounts of greenbelt option development in South Bucks. This is particularly prevalent 
between the Denham Roundabout and Slough (greater than 1000% in some places in the Option C scenario), 
which is a result of the Middle Green, Pinewood, Iver Heath, Iver Village and Richings Park greenbelt options.  
  

Increases in demand flow at the Loudwater Roundabout result in delay and congestion 

Loudwater 

Roundabout 

A4094 
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6. Summary of results 

A RAG (red, amber or green) rating has been applied to each settlement area discussed above and strategic 
road corridor, based on a purely qualitative assessment of the overall impact of the Option A to C development 
scenarios in terms of increased travel time on a number of links; red represents a significant impact, amber a 
moderate impact and green a slight impact.  

Table 6-A outlines a broad definition of each qualitative category. This rating is based only on outputs produced 
as part of this modelling work. Settlement areas which have been assigned a red or amber rating are expected 
to be subject to further investigation through the next phase of the assessment in conjunction with related 
progress on the joint Local Plan. 
 

RAG 
rating 

Description 

 Significant impact in terms of travel time increases on a number of key links and junction in 
the area 

 Moderate impact in terms of travel time increases on a number of key links and junction in 
the area 

 Slight impact in terms of travel time increases on a number of key links and junction in the 
area 

Table 6-A RAG rating description 

Table 6-B summarises the results of the modelling for each settlement area as previously described. It is 
important to note that the table highlights key areas of impact but has not considered possible or necessary 
mitigation to alleviate or relieve the identified impacts. This would need to be the subject of further work with 
relevant partners as the joint Local Plan proceeds. As these results arise from a relatively high level 
assessment, more issues may well be identified by any further or site specific assessments undertaken as the 
planning process progresses. A separate RAG rating has been applied for each development scenario. Further 
commentary is provided in the following paragraphs. 
 

Model areas 
RAG 
(A) 

RAG 
(B) 

RAG 
(C) 

Key links and junctions Comments 

Great 
Missenden 

   

A413/  Link Rd junction 

High St/ Link Rd/ A4128 Rbt 

Significant increases in travel time 
in the PM period around the town 
centre junctions in Option B and C. 
These arise as a result of a 
combination of greenbelt 
developments across the districts 
and also as a result of the East of 
Prestwood Road greenbelt option. 

Prestwood 

   

None 

Only slight increases in travel time 
observed in the area as a result of 
development in the forecast 
scenarios. 

Chesham 

   A416/ Broad St/ White Hill Rbt 

A416  Broad St to Park Rd 

White Hill 

B4505/ White Hill/ Botley Road Rbt 

Significant travel time impacts in 
Option B and C, particularly in the 
AM peak around the town centre 
junctions and to the east of the 
town. 
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Model areas 
RAG 
(A) 

RAG 
(B) 

RAG 
(C) 

Key links and junctions Comments 

A416/ Vale Rd Rbt This occurs due to the Lycrome 
Road greenbelt option and the 
combined impact of the other 
greenbelt options.  

Amersham 

   Southbound Raans Rd/ A4154 

A4154/ A404 Rbt 

A404/ Pineapple Rd junction 

Copperkins Ln 

Rickmansworth Rd 

A355/ A413 Rbt 

 

Travel time impacts are most 
significant in the Option C scenario 
with 100% of the greenbelt options 
(Quill Hall, London Road East, 
Copas Farm and Crown Farm 
greenbelt options). Impacted areas 
include the east and south of town. 

Little Chalfont 

   

Stony Ln/ A404 junction 

B4442/ A404 Rbt 

Northbound B442 

Church Grove 

Westbound A404 

Travel time increases most 
significant in the Option C 
scenario, particularly in the AM on 
the approach to the B4442/ A404 
Rbt. 

Observed travel time increases 
arise as a result of local greenbelt 
options (Stoney Lane, West of 
Lodge Farm and South of Little 
Chalfont) as well as the impact of 
greenbelt options across the 
districts. 

Holmer 
Green 

   
None 

Minimal additional development in 
the Option A to C scenarios. 

Chalfont St 
Giles 

   

Bottrells Ln 

Bowstridge Ln 

Newbarn Ln 

Mill Ln/ A413 

Newbarn Ln/ Twitchell’s Ln 

Deanway/ Narcot Way junction 

The majority of links close to the 
town only experience moderate 
increases in travel time in the 
Option C scenario. Significant 
increases in travel time are located 
to the south of the town through 
Jordans and Chalfont St Peter. 

 

The National Centre for Epilepsy 
greenbelt option is responsible for 
some of the observed increases in 
demand in the area. 

Chalfont St 
Peter 

   

A413/ Joiners Ln/ High St Rbt 

A413/ Gravel Hill junction 

Denham Lane 

Significant travel time increases 
are the result of demand flow 
increase on the A404 and delay at 
adjoining junctions, particularly in 
the AM period for the Option B and 
C scenarios. 

Local greenbelt options 
responsible for these increases 
include National Centre for 
Epilepsy, Mill Meadow and 
Chalfont St Peter East. 
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Model areas 
RAG 
(A) 

RAG 
(B) 

RAG 
(C) 

Key links and junctions Comments 

Beaconsfield 

   

B474/ Gregories Rd Rbt 

B474/ Burkes Road Rbt 

B474/ Maxwell Rd Rbt 

B474/ Baring Rd/ Reynolds Rd Rbt 

Burkes Rd 

Burgess Wood Road S 

Walkwood Rise 

Pyebush Rbt 

Localised increases in travel time 
present on adjoining junctions 
along the B474 through the town 
centre in the AM Option A 
scenario. Travel time increases 
more widespread in the Option B 
and C scenarios, as a result of 
additional greenbelt option 
development particularly in the AM 
peak. 

 

The majority of local travel time 
increases experienced in the 
Option B and C scenarios can be 
attributed to the South and East 
Beaconsfield greenbelt option. 

Gerrards 
Cross 

   
Marsham Way 

Station Road 

Orchehill Av 

Bull Lane  

West Common 

Greenbelt options to the north and 
south of the town result in 
significant travel time increases in 
the Option C scenario, particularly 
in the AM peak. Increases in 
demand flow on the B416 leads to 
congestion on adjoining roads. 

Denham area 

   
Denham Green Ln 

Moorhall Road 

Denham Roundabout 

A416/ Denham Green Ln junction 

Significant impacts on travel time 
on a number of links in the 
Denham area as a result of both 
draft HELAA sites and greenbelt 
option increases, particularly 
Tatling End greenbelt option. 

Iver and Iver 
Heath 

   
Five Point Rbt 

Sections of A4007 

Sections of B470 

Wood Ln 

Bangors Rd South 

Widespread significant increases 
in travel time across the Iver and 
Iver Heath area as a result of large 
greenbelt options to the south and 
south-west including the North and 
South Middle Green greenbelt 
option. 

Middle Green  

   Middle Green 

Coronation Ave 

George Green Rd 

Church Ln 

Wexham Park Ln 

A4007 North 

Langley Park Road 

Trenches Ln 

Billet Ln 

As with Iver Heath, travel time in 
this area is significantly impacted 
by the large development zones as 
a result of greenbelt options to the 
east and west of Middle Green. 

The impact of the additional 
development causes widespread 
congestion on the majority of 
routes. 

Stoke Poges 

   West End Ln 

Park Rd 

B416 

The main route through the 
settlement is relatively unaffected 
by the additional greenbelt options. 
The significant increases in travel 
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Model areas 
RAG 
(A) 

RAG 
(B) 

RAG 
(C) 

Key links and junctions Comments 

Stoke Common Rd 

Hollybush Hill 

 

time are mostly to the northeast 
and south where the large 
greenbelt options are situated 
(Middle Green, South of Stoke 
Poges). 

 

 

Farnham 
Common and 

Farnham 
Royal 

 

 

   
A355 

Farnham Park Ln 

Templewood Ln 

One Pin Ln 

A355/ One Pin Ln junction 

 

The observed increases in travel 
time occur as a result of the 
Farnham Royal and South of 
Stoke Poges greenbelt options to 
the south and east, and the impact 
of the Gerrards Cross South 
greenbelt option to the northeast. 

Burnham 

   

Britwell Rd/ Hogfair Ln junction 

Hitcham Rd 

Taplow Rd 

Lent Rise Rd/ Stomp Rd/ Eastfield 
Rd Rbt 

The biggest impact of the 
greenbelt options is actually felt to 
the south of the Burnham, north of 
the A4 Bath Road. 

The increases in travel time occur 
as a result of the Taplow greenbelt 
option and other large greenbelt 
options to the east. 

 

Taplow 

   
Cliveden Rd 

Hill Farm Rd 

Cliveden Rd/ Rectory Rd junction 

Significant increases in travel time 
arise as a result of the Taplow 
greenbelt option and combined 
impact of greenbelt options to the 
east. 

A404 

   

A404/ A4155 junction 

Increases in travel time are 
experienced in the Option B and C 
scenarios in the PM peak as a 
result of additional greenbelt 
options. 

M4 

   

Junction 5 

Junction 6 

Compared with the DM there are 
significant increases in travel time 
during the PM Option C scenario 
at junction 5 and 6 of the M4, as a 
result of increased demand flows 
at the junctions. Increases in travel 
time arise as a result of the 
combined impact of greenbelt 
options across the districts. 

M25 

   

none 

Only slight increases in travel time 
compared with the DM across the 
three development scenarios at 
the junctions on the M25. 
Increases in travel time arise as a 
result of the combined impact of 
greenbelt options across the 
districts. 
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Model areas 
RAG 
(A) 

RAG 
(B) 

RAG 
(C) 

Key links and junctions Comments 

M40 

   

Junction1 

Junction 2 

Junction 3 

 

All three junctions experience 
travel time increase compared with 
the DM in the forecast scenarios, 
particularly with the addition of the 
greenbelt options in the Option B 
and C scenario.  

Increases in travel time arise as a 
result of the combined impact of 
greenbelt options across the 
districts. 

Table 6-B Impact summary table 

As can be seen from Table 6-B, a number of settlement areas and strategic junctions are impacted (in terms of 
increased travel time and demand flow) as a result of the draft HELAA sites in the Option A forecast scenario, 
and/or varying amounts of greenbelt option housing increases in the Option B and C scenarios.  

The key settlement areas which appear most impacted by additional development include Chesham, 
Amersham, Chalfont St Peter, Chalfont St Giles, Beaconsfield and the Denham area. In addition, a number of 
junctions are impacted on the M40 as a result of housing growth. These locations all experience moderate 
increases in traffic time as a result of draft HELAA sites, and moderate to significant increases over a wider 
area, with the addition of the greenbelt options. 

In addition, a number of other settlements which either have little or no draft HELAA sites close by or where the 
number of additional houses at draft HELAA sites is relatively low are significantly impacted by the greenbelt 
options. This includes Iver and Iver Heath, Middle Green, Stoke Poges, Burnham and Taplow. These locations 
are significantly impacted by the large greenbelt options particularly near Middle Green, which amounts to 5,975 
additional houses in Option C. 

The work on evidence for the joint Local Plan will need to be extended to take account of the findings in this 
report and further work should be carried out to assist in the testing of how mitigations can address the potential 
impacts which have been identified. In addition, the next stage of work should also identify areas of the model 
which would benefit from further network refinement and calibration. At this stage, it is clear that there will need 
to be significant improvements to the transport infrastructure in parts of the districts in conjunction with the 
potential housing growth associated with the joint Local Plan.  
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Appendix A. Base Year Methodology 

Overview 

A highway assignment model has been developed using the PTV software package VISUM which has the 
capability to model both existing and future traffic scenarios and reflects typical weekday morning, interpeak and 
evening peak traffic conditions within the districts. The model has been used to test a number of local plan 
growth scenarios, as outlined in Section 3.2.  The table below describes the key characteristics of the model. 
 

Key characteristics Chiltern and South Bucks Transport Model 2015 Base 

Model structure Highway Assignment Cordon Model 

Software package VISUM 15.0 

Base model year 2015 

Model Area Chiltern and South Bucks Districts and surrounding highway network 

Time periods 
AM peak (08:00 – 09:00), interpeak (IP) (average hour between 10:00 and 16:00) 
PM peak (17:00 – 18:00) 

User classes 
5 – Car Business, Car Commute, Car Other, Light Goods Vehicle (LGV), Heavy 
Goods Vehicle (HGV) 

Zoning system 687 zones in model 

Assignment methodology Assignment with ICA (Intersection Capacity Analysis) 

Calibration/ validation 
Adhering to WebTAG Unit M3.1 principles and National Planning Policy Guidance 
(NPPG)1 

Model characteristics 

The modelling platform used for this assessment is the Buckinghamshire Countywide Model, from which a 
model cordon has been defined and updated for use in this project. Specifically, the cordoned model has been 
subject to calibration and validation around the districts and has been updated to a 2015 base year. The 
modelled time periods (08:00 to 09:00, 10:00 to 16:00 and 17:00 to 18:00) have remained consistent with the 
Countywide Model as previously agreed with BCC. It is standard practice for transport models to represent a 
one hour AM and one hour PM peak period, which in theory are the busiest times and therefore representative 
of the peak levels of congestion.  

The cordoned model covers the two districts and surrounding local network, as shown in the figure overleaf. It 
also includes: 

 M25 junctions 15 to 20 

 M40 junctions 1 to 3 

 M4 junctions 4b to 8/9 

 A404/A404(M) 
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The modelled network 
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Further details regarding the development of the Countywide Model and its methodology can be found in the 
Local Model Validation Report4. The following sections discuss the development of the base cordoned models in 
greater detail. 

Methodology 

Countywide Model network coding updates 

Since the completion of the Countywide Model a number of additional local models, including the A355 
Beaconsfield Area Model and Aylesbury Eastern Link Road Model, have been produced with shared network 
coverage. As part of the calibration and validation of these local models, a number of link and junction 
corrections (link types, major flows, node geometries etc.) were made to better reflect existing network 
conditions. Therefore it was deemed appropriate to update the existing Countywide Model to reflect these 
changes, prior to the development of a Chiltern and South Bucks Transport Model. These updates have been 
carried out as part of the Countywide Local Plan Modelling project, which has been running concurrently with 
this work. 

HGV restrictions 

As part of the development of the original Countywide Model, roads considered unsuitable or prohibited to 
HGVs (due to weight or height limits) were identified through a database of such restrictions held by BCC and 
made available to the project team at that time. A set of link types explicitly banning HGVs was created in order 
to model the HGV restrictions. These restrictions have been included in the Chiltern and South Bucks Model for 
the cordoned area.  

At the request of the districts, HGV restriction in and around the Iver, Iver Heath and Langley have been further 
investigated, as described in the table below. The width restriction on Thorney Mill Road (as identified below) 
will be added to the model as part of the Phase 2 work. However, its omission from the current model has been 
deemed to have minimal impact on the model output as this work considers only the impact of additional vehicle 
trips generated by draft HELAA site and greenbelt option housing development and not employment. 

 

Location Restriction Notes 

B470 Iver 
Lane, east of 

Iver 

7.5t weight 
restriction 

A link type change explicitly banning HGVs has not been required as 
observed count data on the link indicates the presence of HGVs (presumably 
under the limit) during the peak periods. Observed and modelled flows for 
HGVs are similar in this location. 

B470 Iver 
Lane, east of 

Iver 

5t weight 
restriction (00:00 
to 0800, 1830 to 

00:00) 

This restriction has not been included in the model as it falls outside of the 
AM peak (08:00 to 09:00), interpeak (average hour between 10:00 and 16:00) 
and PM peak (17:00 to 18:00). 

Trenches 
Lane, North of 

Langley 

Unsuitable for 
HGVs 

The modelled link type accounts for this restriction by having a low capacity 
and reduced speed limit. This has the effect of reducing the number of HGVs 
assigning to the link in the model. 

Hollow Hill 
Lane, Langley 

10t weight 
restriction 

An HGV ban has been included on this link in both directions. 

Station Road, 
Langley 

3.8m height 
restriction 

A link type change explicitly banning all HGVs has not been required as 
observed count data on the link indicates that smaller HGVs still use this link 
during the peak periods. Observed and modelled flows on the link at this 
location are similar. 

Market Lane, 
Langley 

3.8m height 
restriction 

As above, smaller HGVs likely still use this link during the peak periods so a 
ban has not been necessary.  

                                                      
4 Jacobs (2014). Countywide Strategic Transport Model: Local Model Validation Report.   
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Location Restriction Notes 

Thorney Mill 
Road, east of 

Iver 

2.13m width 
restriction 

This width restriction was not included when the original Countywide Model 
was developed and as such has not been included in the Chiltern and South 
Bucks Model. However, modelled two-way HGV flows on the link are low, and 
the impact of HGVs reassigning to alternative routes if a ban were in place 
would have minimal impact on the Iver area. This will be reviewed in further 
modelling work for the joint Local Plan. 

HGV restrictions in and around Langley, Iver and Iver Heath 

Demand matrix creation 

Updated demand matrices have been developed to take the Countywide Model from a 2013 to 2015 base year. 
To do this, the land-use data from the 2013 Countywide Model base year was combined with the employment 
and housing completion data for the years 2013 to 2015, as provided by SBDC and CDC. The combined land-
use data, therefore, represents a 2015 land-use quantum.  

For housing sites with greater than ten housing completions, and for employment sites which provide more than 
1000 sqm of gross floor space, the additional households and/ or jobs have been added to the model zone in 
which they are located. For the smaller housing and employment sites, additional households and jobs have 
been proportioned out between the model zones which fall in the same urban area or ward as the development 
site. 

Using the updated land-use data, production and attraction trip ends for all modes and time periods were 
generated for each scenario. The trip ends were produced in a manner consistent with DfT procedures.  

Trip ends have then been distributed using a gravity model and converted into origin-destination (O-D) matrices 
for each user class (car business, car commute, car other, LGV, HGV). These matrices have been imported into 
the updated Countywide Model for each time period and assigned to the network. 

Cordon model creation 

A cordon has been defined which includes the two districts and surrounding local network, as agreed with CDC 
and SBDC. The VISUM software package allows for the creation of a cordon network and demand matrices, 
and therefore this has been used to generate the Chiltern and South Bucks Model.  

The cordoned network is effectively a subset of the updated Countywide network, where the cordoned trip 
matrices are a replication of the Countywide matrices for trips between zones within the cordon. However where 
modelled highway links intersect with the boundary of the cordoned network, for the purposes of the cordoned 
model, the links have been converted to new zones in the trip matrix. The trip generation for those cordoned 
zones is derived from the modelled flows on the links in the updated Countywide model.  

Network checks and routeing 

Network checks have been carried out within the detailed model area to ensure an accurate representation of 
junctions and roads (e.g. number of lanes, signal timings, speed limits etc.). These checks were done by 
comparing the model with Google maps, local knowledge, and other resources to ensure consistent network 
coding. 

Route checking has also formed part of the network checking process, as it is a vital part of assessing the 
acceptability of the network and of the assignment more generally. A number of routes were selected within the 
modelled area to compare against Google maps and AA route planner to check for consistency. Where routes 
differed significantly, the cause of the difference was investigated and corrections made to the model where 
necessary. 
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Assignment 

The resulting cordoned network and demand matrices have been assigned to produce the Chiltern and South 
Bucks model, from which further model development has progressed. After assignment, the link flows, and 
origin and destinations totals have been checked to ensure consistency between the cordoned and full 
Countywide models. 

Calibration and validation criteria 

After the development of the cordon model and matrices, the traffic assignment has been assessed against 
observed journey time and traffic flow data. The calibration process and performance of the model against 
observation are described in each of the following sections. 

WebTAG set out the various criteria to be met before a transport model can be said to represent base year 
conditions to an acceptable standard. Whilst the Chiltern and South Bucks model was built according to the 
principals of WebTAG and NPPG1, it was not a key criteria for the model to fully meet WebTAG standards for 
link and journey time validation. This is accepted practice where broad regional or county models are being 
developed, which focus on strategic, high-level impact assessment; and is in accordance with National Planning 
Practice Guidance (NPPG)1 which states that: 

 ‘An assessment should adopt the principles of WebTAG by assessing the potential impacts of development 
within the framework of WebTAG objectives. For most Local Plan assessments the full methodology 
recommended will not be appropriate’.  

WebTAG validation principles are detailed below: 

 Good comparison between observed and modelled flow volumes on screenlines (isolated sets of traffic 
flows i.e. around a settlement) and on individual links of the model. 

 Good comparison between observed and modelled journey times through the study area. 

Further details regarding the NPPG and WebTAG guidance can be found in Section 2.4 which sets out the 
assumptions used in the development of the model. 

Link flow calibration 

Manual Classified Counts (MCC) and Automatic Traffic Counts (ATC) have been provided by BCC for use in 
calibrating and validating the cordon model. These counts were the latest available with the majority collected in 
November 2015, and a small number in earlier neutral months of the same year. In addition Traffic Flow Data 
System (TRADS) data, from Highway England’s Traffic Information System, has been downloaded from the DfT 
website for the M25, M40, M4 and A404/A404(M), within the cordoned network, to supplement the other 
available count data. The figure overleaf shows the location of the count sites. 

The count data has been split into the demand segments car, HGV and LGV and the relevant links within the 
model have been identified using site grid references. In the case of the TRADS data, where the proportion of 
car and LGV is not explicitly stated, Annual Average Daily Flow (AADF) data for 2014 has been downloaded for 
the relevant links and the proportions of car and LGV derived. For the ATC data, where no demand segments 
have been provided, the proportion of car, HGV and LGV for each site has been derived from the proportions at 
the nearest comparable MCC site.  

The processed count data has then been added to the relevant links within the cordon model for each time 
period to begin the process of matrix estimation (ME) of the modelled flows. This was done in VISUM using a 
bespoke ME process, which works in a similar way to the ME process in any other strategic modelling software. 
This is an iterative process, where any corrections made to the modelled network are reflected in each 
consecutive ME run. 
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Because the available count data is given for cars, LGVs and HGVs at the finest level of detail, the matrix 
estimation has been run for these same vehicle types. With specific reference to car trips, the separate user 
class matrices (commute, business, and other) have therefore been combined into a single car trip matrix before 
matrix estimation has been run.  

After matrix estimation, the post-ME matrices have been disaggregated back into separate user classes using 
the proportions from the prior-ME matrices. One implication of this restriction is that the user classes cannot be 
assigned separately; all cars were assigned together using a single set of average generalised cost parameters. 

Each time matrix estimation has been completed, link and journey time validation criteria have been calculated 
for each time period. This follows standard WebTAG Unit M3.1 guidance, as detailed in the validation section 
below. Where observed and modelled link flows have been significantly different, the model has been 
interrogated to identify the cause of the differences and ensure that the modelled network reflects observed 
conditions wherever possible. 

A number of network updates have therefore been made across the modelled area, including corrections to link 
types, turns and junction geometry where deemed necessary as part of the calibration process.  
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Count site locations  

Journey time data 

Trafficmaster GPS journey time data has been provided by BCC on behalf of the DfT covering the period 
September 2014 to August 2015. The observed average times for the AM, IP and PM peak have been 
processed for 18 routes within the cordon model network as shown in the figure overleaf. 

The journey time routes pass through all major trip generating settlements in South Bucks and Chiltern Districts 
including Chesham, Amersham and Beaconsfield.  The routes also pass along a number of key strategic links 
including the M40, M25, A40 and A355.  
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Journey time routes 
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Validation results 

Link flows 

 The table below sets out the WebTAG criteria used to compare the modelled and observed flows. The GEH 
statistic is commonly used in transport modelling as it provides an indication of the size of the difference 
between the model and observation, scaled with respect to the absolute traffic flow (the larger the value, the 
larger the difference). It is defined as: 

 
 

 

Where M is the modelled flow and C is the observed flow. 

 

Size of observed flows Criteria for valid modelled flow 

<700 vehicles/hour Modelled flow within 100 vehicles/hour of observed flow 

 700 – 2,700 vehicles/hour Modelled flow within 15% of observed flow 

>2,700 vehicles/hour Modelled flow within 400 vehicles/hour of observed flow 

All GEH < 5 for >85% of all links 

Link flow criteria 

As previously stated, it was not a key criteria for the model to fully meet WebTAG standards for link 
validation, and as such a link flow validation target of 75% (relaxed from 85%) was deemed 
proportionate in terms of the guidelines set out in the National Planning Practice Guidance (NPPG)1  

The following two tables set out the prior and post matrix estimation link flow validation results. As can be seen 
from the results, the model is in line with the revised target in the AM and IP period but falls short of what would 
normally be expected in a fully WebTAG compliant model. In addition, The PM peak falls 2% short of the 
revised target. 

 

 AM Peak IP PM Peak 

No. of link flow comparisons 261 261 261 

% link flows GEH < 5 36% 37% 37% 

% meeting modelled flow criteria 37% 43% 38% 

% meeting either criteria 39% 43% 41% 

AM, IP and PM peak link flow validation prior matrix estimation 
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 AM Peak IP PM Peak 

No. of link flow comparisons 261 261 261 

% link flows GEH < 5 75% 81% 70% 

% meeting modelled flow criteria 72% 84% 70% 

% meeting either criteria 75% 85% 73% 

AM, IP and PM peak link flow validation post matrix estimation 

In the tables above the “modelled flows criteria” refers to the first three rows of the link flow criteria table. 

Screenlines and corridors 

A limited number of screenlines (isolated sets of traffic flows i.e. around a settlement) and corridors have also 
been included in the validation process where count data has been available. This includes the M25, M4, M40, 
A404 corridors and a screenline around Amersham, as shown in the figure overleaf. 
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Location of screenline and corridors 

WebTAG Unit M 3-1 sets out the validation criteria for screenlines. It states that the differences between 
modelled flows and observed counts should be less than 5% of the counts, on all or nearly all screenlines. As 
with the link flow validation criteria this target has been relaxed from 5% to 10%, in line with the NPPG1. 

As demonstrated in the table overleaf, the majority of screenline totals (car, LGV and HGV combined) and 
corridor averages (car, LGV, HGV combined) meet the accepted criteria, with 70% or greater of the links also 
meeting the 5% WebTAG target, across all time periods. The only location not to meet the 10% criteria is the 
M40 southbound during the AM peak, however, the level of exceedance is marginal and therefore is not a 
concern in the context of this modelling work. 
 

Amersham 

M40 

M25 

M4 

A404 
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Location Direction No. links 

AM Peak IP PM peak 

Flow 
difference 

Flow 
difference 

Flow 
difference 

Amersham Inbound 6 -6% -1% -8% 

Amersham Outbound 6 -3% 1% 0% 

M25 Northbound 5 -3% -3% -1% 

M25 Southbound 6 3% -2% 1% 

M4 Eastbound 4 5% -1% 2% 

M4 Westbound 6 -3% -2% 2% 

M40 Northbound 1 -8% -6% 1% 

M40 Southbound 1 -10% -3% -5% 

A404 Northbound 3 -4% -2% -1% 

A404 Southbound 3 1% -2% 3% 

Percentage satisfying 5% criteria 70% 90% 80% 

Percentage satisfying 10% criteria 90% 100% 100% 

AM, IP and PM peak screenline and corridor flow difference 

Journey times 

The journey time validation criteria set out in WebTAG Unit M3.1 requires that the difference between the 
modelled and observed journey times to be within 15% for at least 85% of routes. As with the flow calibration, 
this target has been relaxed to 75% across all time periods.  

The table below sets out the journey time validation results for each peak, post-matrix estimation. The 75% 
target has been achieved for all time periods, with 78% of the AM, 89% of the IP and 83% of the PM routes 
within 15% of the observed journey times. 
 

 AM peak IP PM peak 

No. Routes 18 18 18 

% of routes with modelled journey time 
within 15% of the observed 

78% 89% 83% 

AM, IP and PM peak journey time results 

For this high-level strategic assessment, the validation of the model is considered acceptable in terms 
of NPPG1, as outlined in the above table and proportionate to WebTAG guidance. However, the model 
validation as expected does not fully meet WebTAG criteria in terms of journey time and flow validation 
(85% of links and routes) but the level of validation, as explained previously is considered appropriate 
for this phase of work. Further calibration of the model, up to WebTAG standard, may be appropriate at 
the next stage of assessment dependent on the objectives and scope of that work for the joint Local 
Plan. 
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Appendix B. Forecast Year Methodology 

Overview 

This section sets out the modelling methodology adopted to produce the 2036 forecast year models which 
encapsulate all of the development growth outlined in Section 3.2 for each scenario. 

Methodology 

Forecast land use 

Within Buckinghamshire, forecast land use data for the districts was provided by CDC and SBDC and includes 
local plan developments with planning permission for the DM scenario, as well as three DS growth scenarios. 
Forecast land use for Wycombe and Aylesbury was taken from the Countywide DM local plan modelling and is 
consistent across all forecast scenarios. Outside of the county, future growth in households and jobs is 
consistent with TEMPro.  

The land use data provided by the districts has been split by settlement as shown in below, as oppose to the 
zone system used in the updated Countywide Model. Therefore it has been necessary to split and proportion 
out the future land use growth by model zone. This has been produced by overlaying the land use GIS layers 
provided by CDC and SBDC, which includes the size and location of all sites/options being tested, over the 
model zone system. It is important to note that the size and location of sites/options are yet to be determined, 
and these areas are for testing purposes only. In all cases where a site/option intersects with multiple modelled 
zones, the growth has been split equally between all relevant zones within the model. 

The processed land use data has then been combined with the 2015 base year household and job information 
to produce 2036 DM and DS outputs which have been used to generate forecast demand matrices for the 
updated Countywide Model.   

Further information regarding the land use assumptions used to produce the forecast scenarios can be found in 
Section 3 of this report. The below figure provides a visual illustration of the land use data split by model zone, 
which has been used in the production of the 2036 forecast demand matrices.  
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Forecast demand matrix creation 

Using the 2036 land use data for the updated Countywide Model, the trip generation levels in 2036 were 
calculated following standard DfT procedures. This trip generation was used to growth the base year matrices 
up to 2036 levels. A fuel cost and income adjustment factor of 1.09 as an influence on growth in trips has also 
been included which has been taken from the DfT’s 2015 TAG data book5. This has been applied to account for 
changes in fuel cost and income up to the forecast year of 2036. 

Growth in goods vehicles has been calculated using a different methodology, where HGV and LGV user classes 
have been factored up to 2036 using the National Road Traffic Forecast (NRTF). For zones with additional 
household and job growth within the districts, additional goods vehicles trip ends have been included on top of 
NRTF growth.  

The growth factors for each user class (commute, business, other, HGV and LGV) have then been applied to 
the base, post-matrix estimation matrices for each model zone and, using a Furness Distribution Model, the final 
forecast O-D matrices have been generated. These matrices have then been assigned to the network for each 
scenario and time period and have then been used to generate the model outputs discussed in Section 5 of this 
report. 

Forecast trip end growth 

 The following two tables provide a summary of the percentage growth in total trip ends for the car user class for 
each district and forecast scenario, compared with TEMPro growth for the same period. The fuel adjustment 
factor applied to the trip ends for each scenario has been removed for comparative purposes. 

The TEMPro growth has been included as a check on the trip generation for the forecast models. If it can be 
demonstrated that the forecast trip generation growth is consistent with TEMPro, allowing for the different 
housing and jobs growth, then it gives confidence that the amount of trips in the forecast model is correct. This 
is because TEMPro is an industry standard tool provided by the Department for Transport for calculating future 
trip growth. 
 

Scenario 
AM IP PM 

Origin Destination Origin Destination Origin Destination 

DM 0% 1% 4% 3% 2% 1% 

DS Option A 1% 4% 6% 5% 7% 3% 

DS Option B 7% 8% 11% 11% 14% 12% 

DS Option C 13% 12% 17% 17% 21% 22% 

TEMPro 7% 10% 12% 13% 10% 8% 

Chiltern District total trip end growth 

When comparing the 2015 to 2036 NTEM growth in households (Table 3-F) and the O-D trip end growth 
derived from TEMPro ( and ), with the growth in households and increase in trip generation for each forecast 
scenario, the proportional change in trip generation as a result of housing growth appears to be broadly 
consistent.   

 

                                                      
5 Department for Transport. 2015. WebTAG Databook Audit Sheet. 
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Scenario 
AM IP PM 

Origin Destination Origin Destination Origin Destination 

DM 6% 5% 8% 9% 8% 9% 

DS Option A 17% 13% 17% 18% 17% 23% 

DS Option B 76% 37% 54% 59% 51% 96% 

DS Option C 136% 63% 92% 100% 86% 170% 

TEMPro 5% 8% 10% 10% 9% 6% 

South Bucks District total trip end growth 

TEMPro trip end growth in Chiltern District ranges from 7 to 13% across all time periods, with an increase of 
12% in households. In comparison, the trip end growth in the forecast scenarios ranges from 0% to 4% for the 
DM scenario to 12% to 22% for Option C, as a result housing increases of 2% and 27%, respectively. 

In South Bucks District, TEMPro trip end growth ranges from 5% to 10% across all time periods, with an 
increase of 2% in households for the same period. Trip end growth in the forecast scenarios ranges from 5% to 
9% for the DM and 63% to 170% for Option C. There is a 4% growth in households in the DM and a 69% 
growth in households in Option C. 

South Bucks District experiences the highest growth in trips from the DM to the DS scenarios, as a result of the 
larger relative increase in greenbelt options between the DM and the DS scenarios compared to Chiltern 
District. 

The trip end growth in the DM, DS1, DS2 and DS3 scenarios is therefore considered appropriate and verifies 
that the forecast trip generation has been calculated correctly. 
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Appendix C. Settlement Plots 

This appendix has been provided as separate PDF files due to the file size 
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Appendix D. Highways England Junction Plots 

This appendix has been provided as separate PDF files due to the file size 
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Appendix E. Greenbelt options 
 

ID Greenbelt option 

1 East of Prestwood Road 

2 South of Holmer Green 

3 Lycrome Road area 

4 Quill Hall 

5 Copas Farm 

6 Crown Farm 

7 London Road East 

8 Stony Lane 

9 West of Lodge Lane 

10 South of Little Chalfont 

11 North of Chalfont St Giles 

12 National Centre for Epilepsy 

13 Mill Meadow 

14 Chalfont St Peter East 

15 South and East of Beaconsfield 

16 Gerrards Cross North 

17 Gerrards Cross South 

18 Tatling End 

19 North of Pinewood 

20 South East of Pinewood 

21 Iver Heath East 

22 Iver Heath West 

23 Iver Village 

24 Richings Park 

25 Middle Green North 

26 Middle Green South 

27 South of Stoke Poges 

28 Farnham Royal 

29 Taplow 

List of greenbelt options  
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Appendix F. Glossary 
 

Term Description 

AADF Annual Average Daily Flow 

AM AM peak hour (8-9am) 

ATC Automatic Traffic Counts 

BCC Buckinghamshire County Council 

Capacity 
The ability of a highway link or junction to carry or accommodate traffic 

flow 

CDC Chiltern District Council 

DfT Department for Transport 

Do Minimum (DM) The modelled scenario which includes only housing commitments 

Do Something (DS) 
The modelled scenario which includes draft HELAA sites and/or 

Greenbelt options 

GEH Geoffrey E. Havers statistic used for validating link flows to WebTAG 
standards 

GPS Global Positioning System 

HELAA Housing and Economic Land Availability Assessment 

HGV Heavy Goods Vehicle 

ICA Intersection Capacity Analysis used to calculate delay at junctions 

Interpeak (IP) Average hour between 10:00 and 16:00 

JTREND Jacobs Trip End Program used to generate attraction/ production trip ends 
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LGV Light Goods Vehicle 

MCC Manual Classified Counts 

ME 
Matrix Estimation – the process by which modelled flows are compared 

with observed data and the matrices are adjusted to improve model 
calibration 

NATCOP National Car Ownership Program (Model) 

NPPG National Planning Practice Guidance 

NRTF National Road Traffic Forecast 

NTEM 

National Trip End Model – provides a set of predictions of growth in car 
ownership and car traffic, with associated planning data projections, at 

any geographical level down to local authority districts. It forms part of the 
same forecasting system as the 1997 National Road Traffic Forecasts 

(NRTF97) 

NTS National Transport Strategy 

O-D Origin-destination 

PM PM peak hour (5-6pm) 

RAG Red, amber of green rating 

SBDC South Bucks District Council 

TEMPro 
Trip End Model Presentation Program – modelling tool designed to allow 

users to look at the growth in trip ends, using actual and forecast data 
supplied by the DfT 

TfB 
Transport for Buckinghamshire - The Alliance between Buckinghamshire 

County Council (BCC) and Ringway Jacobs established for the delivery of 
all transportation services across the County 

TRADS Traffic Flow Data System 
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VISUM Strategic modelling software produced by PTVision. 

WebTAG 
The Department for Transport guidance document on the conduct of 

transport studies  

 


